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Decentralized organization orbiting around the tattoo art, 
built to offer new artistic, creative, 
organizational and financial possibilities for the tattoo industry 
by leveraging 3.0 technologies. 



Ethernaal offers tattoo artists, studio, professionals, designers, graphists 
and others artistic practitioners a non-technical door to enter the 3.0 era.

The idea was born during the 2020 

pandemic as a mean to allow tattoo 

artist to generate income during 

lockdown periods. 

The concept was battletested during 

the ETH Global NFT Hackathon, won two 

prizes and the core team was built during 

the event.

The tattoo art has evolved over centuries 

within the restrictions of its indisputable 

bind to the temporal, it´s masterpieces 

condemned only to survive through the 

ages in the depredating existence of 

those who once, proudly carried them.  

Ethernaal removes the cast and allows 

artists to convert their designs into 

NFTs without the need for technical 

background, it is the fusion of an 

ancestral art and 3.0 tech.

Ethernaal is born from the idea to support a collective and create a technological revolution 

that would allow the 10th art to be preserved for eternity and to permit individual artists and 

businesses to experience new creative and financial opportunities.

To provide the possibility for all kind of artists to pool their talent together, to act as a collective, 

serving the best interest of their industry, acting always in fairness towards their numerous goals.

Among them; to create a Marketplace for any artist to create, buy sell their arts, skills and time, 

to curate a digital museum, promote it´s artists and their cultural heritage; to investigate and 

documente tattoo art history; to build a cultural database, work in changing the regulatory 

framework, to establish an intellectual property standard around the tattoo art, to open the gate 

for new artists and horizons to provide flashes materials, to create digital tattoos and an industry 

gathering place, the tattooverse. 

About Ethernaal



Applications of Tattoo to the Video Game Industry

Art Supplier

Ethernaal have the capacity to deliver art in any format, physical or digital, this 

including 3D technologies, unity and metaverse abilities. Ethernaal through its 

portfolio of artists is able to supply genuine art for the entertainement industry. 

Renowned Artists

Ethernaal counts over 50 artists including renowned crypto artists allowing a 

brand or an organization to build and concentrate their speech on the piece 

of arts and the artists being offered rather than presenting it as downloadable 

content. 

Valuable & Rare
Ethernaal’s most popular artists solds out in matter of hours independently if the 

items are sold on Ethernaal’s Marketplace, Opensea, Foundation or Rarible. 

Arke Originals : Bitcoin Ronin 2 & Ethereum Wolf 2 

Sold out in less than 12 hours (January 2022) 

Floor of the collection 0.2 ETH 

https://opensea.io/collection/arke-original

Meaningful

Ethernaal’s artist such as CalicoCat have been recognized for their work by 

fund such as world of woman through their acquisition, Ethernaal as the ability 

to support a message an organization or brand who like to express through an 

artistic collaboration. 

https://twitter.com/Ducks_and_Leeks

From Medieval to Ultra-realism.

Via its Artist portfolio, Ethernaal can provide a wild range of style and technics, 

some artists being specialized in medieval tattoo, others in nordics cultures 

or in ultra realism to support any artistic needs your brand or project require. 

Ethernaal’s portfolio is available on demand. 



Ubisoft about their marketplace Quartz “We understand where the [negative] sentiment 

towards the technology comes from, and we need to keep taking it into consideration 

every step of the way. This experiment is meant to understand how the value proposition 

of decentralization can be received and embraced by our players. We know it is a major 

change that will take time.”

Guild members can freely participate in routine tasks and some of the project activities, 

referred as quests, voted and budgeted by the council.

Electronic Arts CEO in November 2021 “I think that in the context of the games we create 

and the live services that we offer, collectible digital content is going to play a meaningful 

part in our future. So, it’s still early to tell, but I think we’re in a really good position, and 

we should expect us to kind of think more innovatively and creatively about that on a go-

forward basis.”

Square Enix President’s letter “I realize that some people who ‘play to have fun’ and who 

currently form the majority of players have voiced their reservations toward these new 

trends, and understandably so. However, I believe that there will be a certain number of 

people whose motivation is to ‘play to contribute,’ by which I mean to help make the game 

more exciting. Traditional gaming has offered no explicit incentive to this latter group of 

people, who were motivated strictly by such inconsistent personal feelings as goodwill 

and volunteer spirit.”

The team will be relinquishing responsibilites and duties to the communirty and the DAO as 

per its growth with an expected timeline of 12 months upon beta launch of the marketplace. 

Hazelight Studios founder: “Whatever decision you take in a game, where you have to 

adjust the design to make the player pay or do something that makes you want him to pay 

money, that is wrong, if you ask me. If you make a game [with the goal of telling] a story, 

I think it’s wrong. Now, if you ask a big CEO that runs a company, he would say I’m stupid 

because companies are about making money. But I would still say no. For me, gaming is 

art.”

First positions in the industry

A dificult pioneering
If there’s a topic that’s led to consistent debate and occasional toxicity in online 

gaming discourse over the past few months, it’s NFTs.



Zynga VP of blockchain gaming: “Web3 token-based systems will allow us to innovate and deliver new 

forms of player value in our games, while also transforming how players interact with each other. By 

creating an integrated experience that enables players to become owners in their gaming journey, our 

goal is to expand Zynga’s audience reach and drive stronger engagement and retention. Above all, 

we are focused on maintaining a secure, inclusive, and eco-friendly approach while harnessing this 

technology to enhance our player experience.”

Take-Two Interactive CEO “We know that people love to collect things. We know that people value 

rarity. What makes a collectible valuable? An intersection of a perception of underlying value and 

quality, and rarity. NFTs can offer that. They can offer a digital version of that. There’s no question 

people value digital goods. It’s digital, rare, and collectible.”

XBOX VP of Gaming “What I’d say today on NFT, all up, is I think there’s a lot of speculation and 

experimentation that’s happening, and that some of the creative that I see today feels more exploitive 

than about entertainment.” 

Sega CEO “We need to carefully assess many things such as how we can mitigate the negative 

elements, how much we can introduce this within the Japanese regulation, what will be accepted and 

what will not be by the users. Then, we will consider this further if this leads to our mission ‘Constantly 

Creating, Forever Captivating,’ but if it is perceived as simple money-making, I would like to make a 

decision not to proceed.”

Epic Games CEO “We aren’t touching NFTs as the whole field is currently tangled up with an intractable 

mix of scams, interesting decentralized tech foundations, and scams.”



The non-fungible token debate has moved from the art world to the gaming 
industry, and it’s morphed into an all-consuming fight about the future of 
entertainment and what role the crypto movement should play in the way 
video games make money.

A common critique is the 

environemental cost of using 

blockchains such as Ethereum and 

bitcoin, while eco-friendly alternatives 

exist, they have not yet been adopted by 

major players. 

Ethernaal allows to offset carbon 

emission shall your organization decide 

to take an eco-friendly position. 

Arising from the crypto bubble with 

speculation driving up prices and hyped 

NFTs rapidly loosing value after the buzz 

dies down. Gamers are afraid to pay big 

and be left holding worthless digital 

objects when the bubble burst. 

Ethernaal supplies genuine art from 

renowned artist, the subjacent value 

residing in the art contained in the NFT 

and not in the hype. 

Pay to win bis

Environmental Cost Volatility in NFT

Over the past decade, the new revenues models such as microtransactions, loot boxes and 

pay-to-win mechanics has come at the cost of player’s enjoyment. It is also notable that 

when games companies say players can earn money from playing games, the response of 

many gamers is: I don’t play games to earn money, I play to have fun.

Introducing the art and artists into the NFT allows game companies to focus the debate 

and build marketing campaign around the collaboration, the revolutionary use-case which 

allows real world artists to provide exclusive art for video games and by introducing artists 

into the royalties scheme it silences the argument that NFT are made to enrich video game 

studios. 

At the root of gamer’s reluctance to embrace NFT is trust. Players are sensitive to 

the behavior of games companies because they commit a great deal of time, money 

and passion to their lobby. 

Arguments



And more ...

Just another game item mechanism

Players appears to fail to cease the differences implied between a game item 

and its NFT counterpart.   

 

Adding the art element to a game item provides immediately the 

supporting arguments for scarcity,  value and collectibility. It is not anymore 

simply a game item, it becomes a genuine piece of art which can be used in-

game.

Built for Monetization

Players have fair reasons to be skeptical as the model appears to be build for 

monetization and trading unique loot does not appear to provide the practical 

reasons consumers are looking for.

It seems reasoneable to think that NFTs will only succeed in the video game 

industry after demonstrating through practical usecases that it is not 

about creating speculating market but rather about offering new models of 

interaction, new creative opportunities and by involving new artistic actors into 

the video game art. 

Ethernaal support the above through its selection of worldwide artist and 

its unique usecase of digital and IRL tattoo opportunities. Not only video 

game studios can integrate genuine art into their games but they can offer their 

communities to decide or win the tattoo of the heros of their next masterpieces.

Introducing new game designs mechanics through community involvement, the 

value of genuine art and the essence of artistic collaborations suffices to focus 

the debate around the art rather than the monetization scheme.



Tattoos to fit characters, weapons skins or as in-game power-up, there are plenty of 

opportunites that opens by integrating digital art into video game masterpieces.   

Compounding An artist collection across several items; tattoo, weapons and equipement 

skins leverages collectibility to offer greater value, bring several artists into one collection 

to create collaborative collections adding even greater value to the produced art.  

 

Tattoo are also able to place in-map to be gathered by players as esthetic or powering up 

items, granting abilities to the gamer’s character who picks it up and equip it.

Ethernaal also produce any kind 3D items, opening possibilities such as using a tattoo 

machine as in-game weapon or accessories. 

In-game items & Collaborative collections

By the nature of its unique origin and composition, 

Ethernaal offers “tattoo art as a service” for any 

application video game studio may come up with, 

with a wide selection of +50 artists and growing 

everyday; Ethernaal’s portfolio is likely to cover your 

artistics need and project requirements. 

 

Creating for the studio whom acquire Ethernaal 

NFT the ability to turn a tattoo piece of art into 

a full licensable product, it allows organization 

new opportunites of engagement towards their 

community, new forms of prizes and ultimately 

licensing options over the tattoos of their blue chip 

products. 

Tattoo Art Supply Chain

Ethernaal & Gaming

Industry Expertise

Ethernaal team provides the support and experience your teams may require when it comes to  

blockchain industry knowledge, requirements and code.

To make the most of successful partnership Ethernaal provide all the support, technical or operational  

for your organization to engage into NFT with the confidence of the experience acquired in our field and 

the network we have built around our ecosystem.

A technological revolution offering new canvas for tattoos, new artists for the 

art, new materials for the artists, new possibilities for art fusions and a world of 

usecases to be discovered. Below some of the products available through the 

Ethernaal ecosystem curated for the video game industry.



Ethernaal is the outcome of the tattoo art and crypto industry fusion, by establishing a partnership 

with Ethernaal, video games studio can find a new and non-hostile ground to discuss, debate and 

communicate about their vision and plans toward the use of NFT Technology. Ethernaal is able to 

organize with their patners AMA session, Interviews in NFT and Crypto-medias and communities where 

they will find an attentive public sensitive to their innovations and steps toward the tech adoption.  

Ethernaal brings the NFT Hype

Positive exposure: The crypto space

By leveraging its most renowned artists who solds out their art in a matter of hours, there are  

fantastic opportunities to engage gamers and collectors alike into grinding for Art, it is a certitude that 

engaging artists such as Arke, Calicocat, DidierRA, BGervilla, Pleasecoverme into a video game would 

engage people into a game for the purpose of acquiring exclusive art.

Pioneers making history
The first pieces delivered for the video game industry will be exposed in the Tattoo Digital Museum 

(Available in ALT VR Space and OVR coming soon). 

Moreover there is a great potential to be extracted on the ground of the first tattoo art pieces entering 

the video game art, history is yet to be written. 

A network of trusted partners

Ethernaal has built long term partnership with blockchain blue chip projects, Sushiswap, 

StakeDAO, Blackpool, The Nemesis, OVR, Ternoa, Unicrypt, NTFX and more to be annonced...

Entering our network of partners grant your organization with a wide options of new opportunites 

through introduction to our partners and their products, tokenization, gaming, metaverse infrastructure 

providers, collections liquidity, Initial Funds Raising platforms and much more...



The following tattoo art pieces were produced as Proof-Of-Concept for 
a AAA Video Game Studio, the artist involved in their creation are: Bgervilla, 
Pleasecoverme, CalicoCat, NeptunoInk and Arke. 

Proof-of-Concept























Ethernaal is always pleased to receive new partnership proposal and 
opportunities to build new artistic partnership. By working directly with Ethernaal, 

brands and organizations are elevating the actual hand artistry of tattooing, and providing 

new, historically-relevant meaning to their products. 

Tattoos informing style is as timeless as leopard print or gingham. Illustration as a means to 

bring a brand to the next level has always been a tried and true bid, and as more individuals 

are covered in tattoos, so should their favorite products be. After all, another aspect of 

our human desire for being surrounded by like-minded souls is the desire to see ourselves 

everywhere — people want to be reflected in their media, their products. It’s a safety 

mechanism as much as it is a form of taste, a means to find our own species.  

 

The crucial secret is, perhaps, being able to tell the mimicry from the real thing.

Write us an email with your proposal or business usecase requirements at “info@ethernaal.

com”.

Partner with Ethernaal

Collaboration has become a huge trend in the tattoo world over the past few 
years and it has pushed the industry to new artistic levels. Collectives like 
Ethernaal incorporate the diverse talents, skills, and concepts of artists from 
around the world, thus creating an otherworldly level of artistry. 

“ As an artist you learn a lot during the process. You get to see how the other artist thinks, 

how they approach the design, and what techniques they use. It helps me to develop, 

and become an even better artist, I LOVE working on collab tattoos. There’s so much 

more opportunities to do a really unique piece by combining different artists’ ideas and 

styles. Every artist has their own approach, and together we can combine those ideas into 

something remarkable. “

Collaborative Collections



Tattoos are a controlled manifestation of our inner persona: a way to 
communicate our differences and uniqueness, thus influencing how we are 
perceived by others. When people are asked about their tattoos, they are 
bound to share a story. It’s a wonderful thing for which Ethernaal opens the 
gate to the metaverse.

Allow individuals to enter the metaverse as 

who they truly are,  bringing along sense of 

identity and all the stories behind their tattoos, 

IRL or not. 

Ethernaal also allows users to bring their scars 

and tattoos to the next level. 

Metaverse providers looking to integrate tattoo capacity in their offer can now partner with 

Ethernaal, not only to deliver the first pieces but also to support and guide them  in the 

process

Ethernaal team is happy to deliver upon YOUR technical requirements, not only we can 

produce the art but deliver it in your most convenient format. 

Tattoos for your projects

Tattoos for Avatars

Tattoos for any Metaverse

We have already partnered with PFP projects (ie:Thugz), 

deployed in ALT VR Space, Unity based environement are 

have the capacity to provide any art, NFT or mixed based 

solutions due to our unique combination of renowned 

artists and technical teams.

At collection or single item scale, we are happy to study 

any scenario or usecase applicable to your business area.

Wherever you are building the next game of your 

franchise, a metaverse infrastructure, an avatar or 

PFP project, Ethernaal can support you.

Tattoos for the Metaverse 



Proof of Concept for metaverse’s avatar

Tattoos for Avatars and Metaverses.

For this Proof-Of-Concept delivered for a Metaverse infrastructure provider, we 

used an already existing NF2T (non fungible tattoo token) made by Didier Ra. 

Applying our digitalization process, we create the subsequent vNF2T (Virtual 

Non-Fungible Tattoo Token) which allows the artist work to be applied to any 

metaverse or virtual reality environements.



Ethernaal Team

Gyan Lakshmi
Chief Blockchain Officer

Blockchain Evangelist, Product Manager for Emerging Technology 
@ WileyNXT, Developer Ambassador for Algorand, Aeternity, NEAR 
Protocol (India Guild) and Covalent, Co-founder of BeneFit.

Ethernaal Core team is composed of over 20 members from international origins, 

located in France, Spain, United Kingdom, Bulgaria, India, Sweden...

Ethernaal Collective is composed of over 50 Tattoo Artist and 20 Digital artists 

equally located around the world. 

Axel Sega
Chief Marketing Officer

FrenchDigger
Head of Metaverse

Building strong crypto communities since 2017 for different 
projects, master in crypto languages, fundamental analyst.

Digital Artist (2D /3D), Entrepreneur since 4 years. Blockchain & NFT Addict. AR/VR 
hardcore user. I like the endless possibility of mixing Art and Technology.

Jeremy M 
Chief Executive Officer

Self-taught entrepreneur since 5 years, in love with: process and 
automation. Passionate about new technologies and digital art.

0xPaulisson
Chief Visionary Officer

Visionary and Project lead and founder of Ethernaal, Jamspot, 
Toque’n Chef and Black Unicorn.

Complete team members list along with social and linkedin profiles 

can be found on ethernaal.com/team

Macsym
Head of Design

Art Director / Digital artist. From advertising agencies to VR Startup.
6+ years Freelancing. Sold out 1 NFT collection (9/9). 



Email  :

Twitter :

Website :

info@ethernaal.com

@ethernaal

ethernaal.com


